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their current fundraising methods. The project was finished by providing an Executive
Summary with recommendations and highlights. Following the Executive Summary is
eight sections of articles and their summaries to provide further detail on those specific
functions. The last section highlights three local non-for-profits and the fundraising
techniques they use as well as advice the interviewees had to offer.
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Non-For-Profit

Fundraisine

Upon reviewing several secondary and primary sources, I offer the following
recommendations:

.

Have several annual fundraisers, the precise number depends on size of the
organization

.
.

.
.

Develop an endowment fund
Use consistent techniques, either a true model or a system you have developed
Have an effective and passionate Board of Directors
Use direct mail, grants, and the internet, but do not rely solely on these
avenues; utilize your target market

.

Relationships are what allow an organization to thrive

Details:

.

It is important to have a consistent source of funds, and this is what annual fundraisers
provide. However, keep in mind that these fundraisers need to grow in size each year. The
type of annual fundraisers depends on the organization; the best method is to research what
has worked for your type of organization and what others in your area are doing. It is
important to distinguish your organization and your events from others in the area. One
idea that I like for any size and type of organization is a social fundraiser, such as a dinner
or food or beverage tasting (Vapnar, 1993). This is a great method for building enduring
relationships with those in the community. Providing a range of events including social,
professional, service, and charitable, is a great way to grab a variety of potential donors'
interests. For many organizations, the national office can provide a list of ideas that have
worked for other offices, so it is just a matter of reviewing the materials provided and
figuring out what will work best for your community (O'Flanagan and Taliento, 2004).
1

Another important element is promotional items; this is best organized through a strategic
partnership(s) with companies in your area. I also like the idea oflinking this to ftont- and
back-end premiums; this is where the donor receives half of the promotion initially,
followed by the remainder (ifthe donor chooses) after a donation is received (Estell, 2002).
In order to assist with event planning, ties with companies in your area should be
established so that it is easier to obtain donations and support.

Another key here is target marketing: know the demographics of your area. Certain
aspects work best with certain demographics; this is a good way to reduce the costs of
fundraising.

The most important aspect of annual fundraisers is the ability to generate funds without
high expenses or risks. Annual giving is necessary for operations (generated ftom current
income) and capital giving allows growth (generated through long term assets) (Oliver,
1993). At first glance you might consider it a good idea to try every possible fundraiser. If
something works, stick with it; if not, try something else. However, this is not necessarily
a good idea. It is important to stick to your plan, and always make sure that the funds you
are likely to generate are worth the cost, time, and effort. It does not make sense to spend
three weeks on an event that generates only $1,000; it is a waste of time and energy that
could better be used elsewhere to sponsor a program with the potential to generate more
funding. Having a budget, and operating within that budget, is the best way to maintain an
effective fundraising program.
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Another important component is to stay current and educated regarding fundraising
techniques, what is going on in your area, and just everything you can get your hands on
that is relevant to your type of organization.

Another great idea is to rank your donors in order of interest. If someone seems very
interested in your organization, you need to express more interest in him or her and initiate
one-on-one contact (Worden, 2004). If a prospect shows no interest, do not waste money
pursing him or her. If potential donors are on the border, do not push them, but provide
them with the necessary information to make the right choice.

.

Another source of consistent funding is the endowment fund. Endowment funds are an
excellent way to make sure that year-to-year operational expenses are covered and to
protect your organization during troubled times (Wyszomirski, 2002). The method of
establishing this fund and choosing who will manage it are personal choices; however, I
believe this to be an exceptional idea worth the time, effort, and initial costs to establish.
This process is not something to be taken lightly; extensive research should be done to
determine the best way to establish this fund for your organization. In order for this to
work, you need to establish a planned giving system for your organization. It is also
important to develop marketing materials that specifically focus on planned giving
(Howland and Jones, 2004). This method of contribution is complicated; detailed
knowledge of the tax code and of financial instruments is needed, so do the research
(Oliver, 1993). Planned giving can be beneficial to both parties, since it provides the
donor with a tax benefit (Howland and Jones, 2004).

3

.

Fundraising for non-for-profits is passion driven; it is belief in the organization and love
for your cause that makes it work. However, I do believe that some system must be in
place in order to be effective and to send a consistent message to the community (Howland
and Jones, 2004). One model that was reviewed is the Raising More Money Model. It is
my belief that this is an excellent model to follow. However, after my analysis over the
span of this project, I do not believe that this specific model is essential for non-for-profits
to be successful. I do believe that some type of system or model is necessary, but it does
not have to be one that is purchased; it can be one that your organization has developed on
its own. The key here is to have a plan and follow it to make sure that everyone in the
organization is on board and assists with the plan, and to allow the plan to grow over time.

.

It is my belief that, too often, the Board of Directors is seen as a supporting factor, rather
than the driving force of the organization. It is important when establishing your Board to
have committed members, not members who are there only because their companies
require it. It is also important to have an established job description so that members
understand their required level of commitment financially, managerially, and in supporting
the group's initiatives (Farquharson, 1994). Board members are the vital link between
staff and volunteers; therefore, it is important to evaluate the Board as time goes on, to
make sure it is not only meeting expectations, but enhancing the organization's position as
well (Minnesota Council of Nonprofits, 2005).

The Board is also a key element of the public's perception of your organization; therefore,
its' position in your organization is not something to take lightly (Minnesota Council of
4

Nonprofits, 2005). It is important that the members of your Board are connected
throughout the community. These connections allow you to sense what is important to
your potential donors, and also provides a contact base. It is important, if you are asking a
company for a donation, that you know someone within the company.

.

Although direct mail is not a strong fundraiser, I believe it is an important method of
staying fresh in your donors' minds. To make this method effective it is important to stay
within your target market by profiling your donors' age, income, family makeup, donating
type, and other contributing factors to ensure that your costs do not exceed the funds you
generate (Werner, 1992). Again, using front- and back-end marketing is a very important
feature. This can also be supported through various software systems. Other important
elements include integrating all departments, giving the donors options, utilizing referral
marketing, using good marketing design, and branding.

Another aspect of fundraising that should not be your main source of funds, but a
supporting one, is grants. The grants for which an organization is eligible depends on the
type of work it does. The key here is to research effective grant writing or have someone
specifically in charge of grants. I did not do any specific research on grants because I
believe they are industry specific; so my recommendation is to research the grants which
you are eligible and apply for them. If you have a large organization, putting a staff
member(s) specifically in charge of grant writing might be necessary. Although the
application process is simple, knowing what grants your organization is eligible for
requires more work.
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·

The internet is a necessary tool that cannot be circumvented. However, it should not
replace traditional fundraising, but instead transform it. Web sites should be established
that communicate, educate, build relationships, and advocate your cause. They should
allow for donations to be made, event registration and management, members to join,
volunteers to sign up, and most importantly, facilitate relationships and advocacy (Hart,
2003). Establishing a website for your organization can be a great link to the community.
It is important to make sure that online and offline processes are interlinked, that the
technology being used is engaging, and that it has the ability to gather contact information
(Hart, 2003). Some believe that the internet can be used to cut marketing costs. I believe
this is a possibility, but it is important to know what works for you. For some of your
members, an electronic newsletter is best; others prefer the tangible one, so make sure you
are able to adapt to your donors' needs (Quash, 2003).

·

The last, but most important part of fundraising for non-for-profits is building strong
relationships with your Board, your donors, and the community. This concept is
consistently highlighted in every article, every interview, and it just makes sense.
However, it is not an easy process. It is important to realize that adding a personal touch
goes a long way. This means you must make sure you do not get stuck in the rut of doing
the same thing over and over; add a personal touch to each of your prospects. How
personalized you get depends on how much of a donation you are seeking; the CEO will
not be making calls for $10 donations, but he will for $10,000 donations (Keller, 2000).
However, just adding the person's name at the top of a direct mailing does help; a lot of
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people will not even open a letter if it is not specifically addressed to them (Farquharson,
1994). A personal connection with someone can create a lifelong donor.

One tip that I believe to be vital in building strong relationships is becoming involved with
the community (Littlefield, September 28, 2005). This sounds simple, and it is, but it does
require some extra work and time. Join organizations in your town-- one great one is the
Chamber of Commerce. This is a great way to gain contacts, inform others about your
organization, and show the community that you care. Find out what other organizations,
Boards of Directors you can become a member of and join as many as you can, but be
careful not to overextend yourself. Another great source for contacts/donors is your
current supporters; simply asking them for referrals (Oliver, 1993).

Fundraising is not solely about hosting events that generate funds it is about obtaining life
long donors. In order to achieve this, relationships must be built in the community the
organization operates in. This may even mean conducting events that do not generate
funds, for example TAILS' Dog Wash. By showing the community that the organization
cares and provides desirable services people will want to show their support through
donations. This is not something that can be done over night, relationships take time to
build. Once a relationship is established it must also be maintained and appreciated;
without building strong relationships a non-for-profit organization cannot sustain.
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The following are key learnings I gained from this project:
·

If it is possible to develop a federation, a "network oflocal affiliates," this tool can greatly
assist your organization (O'Flanagan and Taliento, 2004). One aspect ofthe federation is
the sharing of ideas to cut back on the development time. Additionally, resources can be
shared between offices to better utilize funds and time. A good federation has four key
focuses: brand management, performance measurement, shared services, and coordinated
fundraising (O'Flanagan and Taliento, 2004). One ofthe most important aspects of this
tool is who belongs to the federation, because members can either greatly assist or hinder
your organization (O'Flanagan and Taliento, 2004).

·

Although corporate gifts are important, they are not a large portion of the funds you will
bring in. One of the main reasons for this is that the market is highly saturated; everyone is
going after the same dollar. Companies are constantly asked for donations, and they are
limited as to what they can give, how they give, and who they can give to (Oliver, 1993).

·

Fundraising is the main function of the organization. Everything that an organization does
affects its bottom line.

·

It is important to reward your donors, so they feel that they are appreciated and desired.
The key here is to make sure the reward matches the gift; people want receive greater
rewards ifthey are giving you a substantial amount (Renda, 2004).

·

Many organizations have list serves for people to share their ideas and insights. This is
another great source of information, and an easy one to institute (Rusin, October 12,2005).
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·

It is important to stay updated on laws that affect non-for-profits. In this way you can
benefit from the ones that are good for non-for-profits, and not be damaged by the ones
that restrict non-for-profit organizations. This is especially important if you plan to
sponsor prize promotions (Jacobs, 2004).

·

Software can be a helpful tool in assisting your organization with raising funds. However,
it is important to make your selection a wise one. You want a system that can grow with
you, but not one that forces you to pay for tools that you do not need. Prior to purchasing a
system, make sure you compose a checklist of the features you want (Hope, 1992) and
rank them according to must haves, wants, and do not needs. The best way to go about this
is find out what different systems can do, get referrals, and "test drive" the software before
purchasing it (Hope, 1992).

·

This project was intended to provide an overview of fundraising techniques utilized by
non-for-profits. After completing this study, it is my belief that to best serve your
organization's fundraising needs, researching fundraising for your specific industry is best.
Although non-for-profits alone are a sector, so much of what affects fundraising is
specifically tied to the type of service you provide. This study was a great start for what
works and what does not work, but to understand what works best one needs to research
the specific type of organization represented.

9

The following are significant data sighted:
·

Household income and education are positively correlated with the percentage of
income donated (Van Slyke and Brooks, 2005).

·

Religious involvement is also strongly and positively correlated with giving.

·

Women tend to donate more then men (VanSlyke and Brooks, 2005).

·

Marital status is not significant; however, married people are more likely to give
for tax reasons (Van Slyke and Brooks, 2005).

·

African Americans are a segment often overlooked (Van Slyke and Brooks, 2005).

·

Those with low trust in government (more conservative) are more likely to donate
(Van Slyke and Brooks, 2005).

·

"Motive variables" include "belief in the cause, joy of living, liking to be asked,
altruism, sympathy, pride, obligation, reciprocity, nostalgia, ad commemoration"
(Van Slyke and Brooks, 2005).

·

A 10% increase in income equates to a 9.3% increase in giving (Van Slyke and
'

Brooks, 2005).

·

One good tip is to make sure that costs do not exceed 35 percent of what the funds
projected to be raised (Estell, 2002).

·

79% of donors give to support what they see as a worthy cause, and only 11% do
so for tax benefits (Howland and Jones, 2004).

·

Someone who has an unpleasant experience with an organization is likely to tell
three times as many people about that experience as someone who has a pleasant
experience (Johnson and Laviano, 1991, p.35).

·

Site visits are the single most important sales strategy, followed by connections

(Micklem, 1993).
·

Grants do not reflect the cost of living (Farquharson, 1994).

·

Some states require registration in order to solicit contributions (Jacobs, 2004).

·

There are specific laws governing raffles (Jacobs, 2004).

·

70% of all households give an average 2% of their income (VanSlyke and Brooks,
2005).

·

84% of donators make in-kind donations (Van Slyke and Brooks, 2005).
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·

80% purchase goods or services to raise money (VanSlyke and Brooks, 2005).

·

79% contribute cash (Van Slyke and Brooks, 2005).

·

Over 70% of agency directors plan strategically for the needs of the clients (Rogers
and Ghosh, 2004).

·

20% believe they have more diverse funding than others (Rogers and Ghosh,
2004).

·

50% do not believe they have adequate funding (Rogers and Ghosh, 2004).

·

60% reported funding decreases (Rogers and Ghosh, 2004).

·

Close to 60% say they do not have the staff to provide the proper programs and
services, and they have difficulty fulfilling accountability requirements (Rogers and
Ghosh, 2004).

·

People between the ages of 34 and 64 donate the most (Gorcyca, 1994).

·

College education, annual income over $50,000, marriage, high stake in the
community, and professional occupation are the most important elements in
fundraising (Gorcyca, 1994).
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MARKETING/REVENUE

This first section highlights the key to fundraising for non-forprofits. It is filled with inspirational articles on how to generate
revenue in a variety of ways as well as good marketing techniques.

MARKETINGIREVENUE
Finding Fundraising Focus
This article gives several ideas about how nonprofits can generate more revenue. The
article starts by stating that in the mid-1990s the internet became a fundraising tool, and
although it did not take off as many had hoped, it became a stable source for donations.
Other pieces of advice included taking the organization's assets and turning them into
revenue; forming corporate ties; selling products (ex. MADD produced ties with its
logos); marketing the organization's knowledge; or starting a for-profit company.

The article concludes with a section on Major Gifts and Planned Giving (donations that
entail planning to apply and administer once received). First, it is important to
understand planned giving and the tax benefit it can provide. In addition, not only cash
but other assets can be donated. However, the US Trust Corporation found that 79% of
donors give to support a worthy cause, and only 11% do so for tax benefits. Gifts can
originate through wills, bequests, life insurance, real estate donation, charitable remainder
trusts, charitable gift annuities, pooled income funds, or wealth replacement trusts.
Second, managing these planned gifts can be complicated and may need to be
outsourced, such as by using the National Committee on Planned Giving
(www.ncpg.org).

The article also offers some general advice; Don't try just any idea; stick to the
organization's mission and take on only projects that seem worthy. It is also important
to have a clear mission and a viable strategic plan that can be conveyed to the donors.
Having a solid 'slogan' can be key to the campaign along with powerful volunteers and
staff, good research, and proper time and effort. Finally, target major donors, keep your
prospect list dynamic, create marketing materials specifically for planned giving, and
recognize the donors.

Sweet Charity
This article highlights four key ways to grab people's attention and encourage them to
donate. It also sites Louisiana State University and Glenrich Business Studies stating that
nonprofits are the third largest purchaser of promotional goods, and fifth as far as growth
in the promotions market. They call promotional items "what fuel the fundraising
engine." The article sates that raising brand awareness is the key to raising money. This
is partially due to the fact the nonprofit sector has tripled in size over the last 20 years
resulting in more competition for the same dollar. One good tip is to make sure that
costs do not exceed 35 percent of what the funds projected to be raised.
The four techniques highlighted by the article are front- and back-end premiums, causerelated promotions, and event marketing. Front-end promotions involve giving a free gift
when sending out mailings, such as return address stickers, to say please donate. Backend premiums are gifts to say thank you after the donation has been made, such as a
stuffed animal with a logo on it. Cause marketing is low-cost; it is based on good will
and the fact that 83% of people look more positively on companies that support a cause,
and 65% will pay more for a product if it supports a cause. Finally, event marketing
entails hosting a large event where registration fees alone can bring in good money;
donations in addition to the registration provide even more support, i.e. races, walks, etc.
New Approaches to Funding Not-for-Profit Organizations
The article begins by talking about grants (money given away, short-term, project-based,
low engagement, focused outputs), then talks about why it can be hard for non-for-profits
to obtain loans (unsecured, no personal financial stake). The article also defines social
investment as provisions to loans for not-for-profit organizations. Patient capital is
financing for an extended period of time at below market rates.

Avoid Disaster When Asking for Large Gifts

.
.

Face-to-face contact is always necessary.
The CEO must be involved; have himlher make thank-you calls.

.
.

Use the telephone.

.

Use longevity, frequency of donations, size of donations, volunteer work,

Utilize the maxims connection, concern, and capacity.

leadership, and demographics to rate donors.

.

The four levels of prospect qualifications are as follows:
o

Use 800 number, definitely interested;

o Mail response, second highest level;
o

Request brochure, send it and third level unless asked for more;

o No response, not worth the time.

.

The five levels of estate giving qualifications are these:
o Use 800 number, top of list;
o

Already in will/trust, send certificate, call, make them happy;

o

Consider including, send newsletter and note;

o

Request brochure, send it and stop there if no further contract;

o No response, not worth the time.

Effective Fund-raising for Non-Profit Camps
This article emphasis the fact that there are several methods for raising money, and no
stone should be left untumed. It then offers the following advice: target your efforts,
partner with other organizations, maximize your time, involve all your staff, raise funds
with quality, work with your donors, recognition is vital, and stay educated.
Assessment of Nonprofit Public Relations Efforts
The article references a very important quote: "Marketing research has shown that
someone who has an unpleasant experience with an organization is likely to tell three
times as many people about that experience as someone who has a pleasant experience"
(Johnson and Laviano, 1991, p.35). It also quotes Howe as saying that if boards are "to
fulfill their fund-raising responsibility, boards must oversee the decisions and activities of
chief executives and their staffs without themselves preempting staff responsibilities or
doing the work that staff should do." Board members are a vital link between staff and

volunteers.
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the most (50 to 64 constitutes the largest portion of this). College education, an annual
income over $50,000, marriage, a higher stake in the community, and professional
occupation are also important factors. The article says that telemarketing is the trend for
better fundraising, but cause-related fundraising is becoming a better substitute. Two
main aspects of cause-related fundraising are a corporation that wants to be seen more
positively, and one that whishes to advertise its products (business marketing).

The article offers the following advice: do not have telemarketers claim to be members of
the organization if they are not; do not mislead consumers to believe they are giving if
they are buying; watch the control of the company-- it might try to modify the program.

The Fun and Profit In Fundraising
This article offers fundraising ideas for sports organizations. It begins by stating that
fundraising is not an exact science. It follows with examples of what different states have
done, including the following:

.
.

In-house: money for hours worked;
Magazines, candy, scratch cards, discount cards, car washes, and fantasy sports
cards;

.

eMagNet: fill out a form online and it send personalized emails to all those who
entered;

.

eFundrasiing Scratch Cards: donor scratches off a dollar amount; they then donate
that amount and receive valuable coupons ($2.50-$100);

.

Golf tournament: companies buy holes for $50-$500 and charge an entry fee; see
article for web sites that can help.

The article states that the profit margin is the most important consideration. Car washes
are 100% profit; magazines are 50-60%, and candy is 40-50%. However, it is also
important to consider total dollars raised.

Keeping the Lights On
Development 101: A Few Basics
The following fundraising tactics are used (in order of cost): face-to-face, telephone,
direct mail, direct response advertising, and special events (cost varies). The key here is
to make sure that the costs are worth the prospective benefit.
Another form of financing is annual funds. Annual funds require a long-term
commitment and some time before they begin to payoff. It is important to first identify
if you have a target audience and the low-cost ways to reach them. Next, ask your
current supporters for names of those who also may be interested.
Planned giving can comprise of all assets that one has gained over the years. This
method is complicated; intense knowledge of the tax code and of financial instruments is
needed.
Foundations can also be used, since they are required to donate a portion oftheir assets
each year.
Corporate gifts are contributions from a corporation's profits. It is important to note each
corporations requirements regarding donations. In addition, some companies have
matching gift policies, and these are important to know as well. Corporations also give
gifts in kind, which can include property, materials, equipment, people (volunteer hours),
and much more.
Other important key facts include:

.

Annual giving is needed to operate (generated from current income) and capital
giving allows growth (generated through long term assets).

.

Capital campaigns exist for several years and ask for donations for several years

.

The Board is a critical element

.

"Treat your database like a long-term asset."

.

Stewardship is important; be timely on thank-you notes.

Special Events Fundraising:

A Common Sense Approach

The Not-for-profit manager needs to possess the following qualities:

.

.

Knows what is needed, how much, and when;

.

Good time management;

.
.
.

High-quality development and implementation of plans;

People-oriented, with communication and valuation skills;

Creative, energetic, responsible;
Recognizes importance of image, credibility, and accountability.

The article references three categories of fundraising: grants, individual donations, and
special events. It also offers several suggestions, including examine your budget, look at
your fundraising year (plan events strategically), and list resources. The article also
provides some suggestions for events, such as an annual dinner that requires little
planning and offers the opportunity to build relationships. Profit will not be realized
solely from tickets. It is also important to try to tie your organization to an event that you
do not initiate, but from which you are the recipient of funds; also try to increase the
number of events each year. The article offers these final suggestions:

.

A good product will sell;

.

Expand existing projects (have parts donated, i.e. advertising).

Charging Fees for Services

This article suggests that charging a fee for services that your organization provides can
fill in the gap between other incoming fund streams.

The United Way of Chicago: An Invitation

Changing demographics means more work.

Obtaining Public Fundingfor Programs to Strengthen Families

.

Obtain public funding through initiatives solely for your sector.

.

Go after target grants, even if not specifically for your cause.

.

Form strategic partnerships.

.

Family support services can look at federal and state funding, so be sure to stay
current and active with what is happening.

.

The biggest challenge is to stay current with possible funding.

.

The administrator must create and apply a successful strategy.

A Halloween Fundraiser Benefits the New Orleans Parenting Center
Special events are short-term answers. It is important to assess any event to see what
worked, what didn't, and where to make improvements.
Resource Directory
This article provides several sources to contact for information; however, most contact
information is outdated

Kee in Tabs at the Ronald McDonald House in Omaha: How a Non rofit Garnered
Press Attention
This article mentions that most non-for-profits have little or no marketing budget. Lance
Armstrong's Foundation has the yellow bracelets to market, and Ronald McDonald
House has pop can tabs. In Omaha they started the" Thanks a Million Club," which
provides those who collect a million tabs with framed certificates and their names on a
plaque. By doing this they raised awareness, tab collection, membership, and funds.

Fundraising Gets Rough
th
This article highlights the aftereffects of September 11 on fundraising for nonprofits.
According to the Association of Fundraising Professionals, 60% of charities actually
raised more funds in 2001 than 2000; however those nonprofits that support the arts,

humanities, or environment suffered a hard hit. In addition to the over all influence of the
suffering economy, marketing costs also rose for nonprofits, thus reducing their bottom
line. This article offers the following advice: be tied to the community, provide
measurable results, try new methods, and use mailings.
Collegiate Chapters Receive Funding to Aid Nonprofits
This article references various chapters of the American Marketing Association (AMA)
and how they provide funding and support to help local nonprofits with their marketing
efforts. The article gives specific examples of a number of schools/chapters.
Fundraising BRIC bv BRIC
Valero raises $857.000 In "Miracle Balloon" Campaign
National Scrip Center
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SWEET CHARITY
As children we are raised to believe it is better to give than to receive. But, really, isn't it better to do both?
When it comes to fundraising, charities and nonprofit organizations certainly seem to think so. Nonprofit
agencies are the third largest purcha~~,ofp('omQti9naJ productsand ra.. among the top fivegrowth
markets f(,iN"
acco.rdingtO,8,2000 stUdyby Louisi~n~.S~!e. Universityarid Glenrlch Business
Studie,. Whether th
used to wooandreCOW1~edonol1J Of bu~~r~
for the cause and name
recognition for the charity, premiums and promotional productS are what fuef the fundraising engine.
For charities, raising money is dependent
on~..~,~
among potential donors. The U.S.
nonprofit sector has tripled in the last 20 Y88'8''''Mude
more1han 1.5 million organizations. With greater
numbers comes greater competition for funding and, as a result, an increased need for promotional products
and premiums to help link worthy causes with open wallets. "Because of the forces of competition and
opportunity that have driven the sector for the last few years, you're finding agencies much more interested
in marketing themselves," says Peggy Outon, executive director of the Bayer Center for Nonprofit
Management at Robert Morris University in Pittsburgh, Pa. "Not-far-profits are seeing they need stuff to
promote themselves and compete with the other organizations that already have it."
If you've heard of the Make-A-Wish Foundation, a Scottsdale-based organization that fulfills wishes for
terminally ill children, it's probably due to promotional products. The 80 Make-A-Wish chapters nationwide
hand out magnetic frames to employees at local hospitals to help keep the organization top-of-mind. And
when the charity fulfills a travel wish, say a trip to Disney World, they outfit the family with log oed gear.
According to Laura Hopkins, account executive at Make-A-Wish, it all comes back to fundraising. 'We want
to make sure that people know the foundation and our mission when they're thinking of making a donation,"
she says.
The products charities distribute are as varied as their causes, but there is one thing that all premiums have
in common: They must cost very little. Not only do charities have limited budgets, but general guidelines for
nonprofit organizations
require that fundraising costs'not exceed 35 percent of related coritnbutions, end that
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total fundraising and administration

costs not exceed 50 percent of total income.

That sounds restrictive, but most organizations
billion

in 2001,

80 percent

ot which

spent far less than that and were still able to raise $203

came from individual

Americans.

f~tactiC8-'M

broken down

into four general categories: front- and back-end premiums, cause-rerated promotionStlf1d event marketing.

Mail-slot onslaught
Anyone who's ever received a set of personalized return addreu labels in a direct-mail solicitation knows
firsthand the power of the front-end premiu"" which offers a gift in hQp8s that you will do the same. Whether
you read and responded to the solicitation or tossed it straight in the trash, you probably kept that sheet of
address labels. And either way, you probably felt at least a little guilty about it.
"It's a choice. There are a Iolof reasons why people give, and guilt is one of them, but that guilt doesn't have
to be associated with theiftcdlflW8,. says Paulette Maehara, president and CEO of the Association of
Fundraising Professionals in Alexandria, Va. "Premiums on the front end aren't bad. In fact, they seem to
work quite well."
Front-end premiums, and address labels in particular, work exceedingly well for the Cleveland-based
Disabled American Veterans (DAV). Tests indicate that labels generate a 25 percent response rate versus
15 percent with a letter alone. The 10-point increase the DAV gets from sending 20-cent sheets of mailing
labels generates a 66 percent increase in the overall response rate, which translates to an additional $16
million in net income for the organization. 'Without premiums our service programs to disabled veterans
would be a shadow of what they are now," says Max Hart, assistant to the executive director at the DAV.
"We couldn't operate without them."
But are DA V donors responding out of guilt? Maybe. "We try to put out the best premium we can to express
appreciation to people for donating and to make them feel like they're receiving something of value," Hart
says. "Are we guilting them into a contribution? That may be an apt description, but I hope they're not doing
it just for the premium."
Guilt is a sign of an effective direct-mail premium. "The premium is used to grab the donor or potential
donor's attention," says Ray Grace, president of Creative Direct Response, the Crofton, Md.,-based directmail house that specializes in nonprofit organizations such as Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MAD D).
'While they're looking at the premium, they're learning about the organization, and thafs why they work so
well. Whether it's for profit or nonprofit, every mailing is intended to motivate people to action."

Giving thanks
Direct.maifpremiums

__ok

a nicewayof saying"p1eaee'~'_i~~~&o

you.
differehtf)feflge and memberShip levets, b8ckendpremtUm$ ate an
effective way of increasing individual donations.
instead. Commonly uSed to distlnQUi$h

Take public radio and television, for example. Incentives playa crucial role in the on-air pledge drives these
stations conduct several times a year. "Without the thank-you gifts we would just be asking tor different
levels of money with nothing tied to it," says Theresa Petrault, the annual giving director at WFYI public
television and radio in Indianapolis, where 40 percent of the annual operating budget comes from donations.
WFYl's pledge incentives include event tickets, CDs, books, videos, T-shirts, two-for-one dining discounts
and a package that includes an NPR station directory, road atlas and travel mug. "Premiums are definitely
an incentive to get people to pick up the phone and support something they get for free," Petrault says.
The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) uses both front- and b8ck-end premiums, offering higher-end gifts such as
plush toys to entice current members to up their donation. "It's important that the premium be very well

branded with our 1000 or a ftagshtp animat,"

says Bridget

Daly, manager

of membership

cultivation

and

development for the Washington-based WWF. "They understand that premiums are a marketing tool, but
they also want them for their themselves, their grandchildren or other family members."
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Just cause
Cause marketing is a simple, low-cost way for nonprofits and charities to tie premiums to a cause. A form of
commercial symbiosis, cause marketing allows corporations and charities to come together for mutual gain.
Big business gets a boost of goodwill-83 percent of consumers say they have 8 more positive image of a
company that supports a cause they care about, according to a 1999ConeIRoper survey-while the charity
receives a portion of the sales and some free advertising.
Casey Minix, senior associate, corporate sponsorships and cause marketing for the American Red Cross,
sees it as a way of ~adding value to products that are being passed along to the consumer" at no additional
cost to her organization. The Red Cross often runs several cause-related programs at once, ranging from
Celestial Seasonings' "Teas for America" to a special collection of "America Bears" from Ty, with proceeds
going to the American Red Cross Disaster Relief Fund. "Ifs more of a mental incentive," Minix says. "Sixtyfive percent of consumers say they'll pay more for a product if it supports a cause that they believe in."
When the National Breast Cancer Foundation paired up with Mr. Coffee coffee makers, the charity splashed
its logo on the box and included an educational brochure. "Nonprofits like ours are realizing that donors don't
just want to give money, they want to get involved," says Janelle Hail, president of the Dallas-based
foundation. "We can't reach the entire world, but we can motivate people to get more involved."

The big event
Events such as the Race for the Cure are another popular way for charities to reach out to supporters.
Whether they're true believers in the cause or merely eportaenthuai..
runners, W8Ikers and riders
contribute thousands of dollars in registration fees and pledges from their friends and family. Naturally,
fundraising incentives playa big part in bringing in donations.
Although 15 to 20 percent of event registrants pay only the minimum fee or raise the minimum amount of
pledges, statistics show that most participants will raise between $75 and $150. "I think there's an
expectation to make their fundraising initiatives feel appreciated," says Peggy Berg, director of event
marketing for Easter Seals, the Chicago-based charity for the disabled. "We want people to know we
appreciate their hard work and fundraising efforts."
Incentives for "Walk With Me," an event Easter Seals will launch in 12 markets this year, include a folding
chair, a combination water bottle and fanny pack, apparel, and for anyone who raises $5,000 or more, a trip
for four to Disney World. "We found that regardless of what the incentives are, people want to know where
the money goes," Berg says. "They want to feel that the funds they raise are really going to help the
organization."
In addition to pairing each team with an Easter Seals client to act as an "honorary team captain," the Walk
With Me event is taking extra steps to build a relationship with participants. As an incentive to register online
for a Walk With Me event, walkers receive a "Virtual Goodie Bag" with $200 worth of coupons that can be
redeemed online at retailers such as FTD and Starbucks. "Most organizations aren't creating a relationship
until the day of the event, but! can cultivate our fundraisers a thousand times better online, and do so more
cheaply than through traditional mail," Berg says.
Virtual incentives are one example of how the nonprofit sector is opening up to innovative incentives.
Creativity costs very little but can translate to a huge competitive advantage, helping one cause to outshine
another. "Non profits that are just ordering the same old premiums to give away are wasting money," says
Robin Daas, chief idea officer at Ideaology, a cause-related marketing agency in New York. "It's survival of
the fittest, and nonprofits that take responsibility for their fundraising and use premiums well are the ones
who will survive."
PHOTO (COLOR): Nonprofits use log oed apparel to build relationships with current donors while building
brand awareness among potential contributors.
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PHOTO (COLOR): Premiums add value to cause- and event-marketing

campaigns.
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ABSTRACT
This paper seeks to record and to explain the enormous growth
in interest over the last few years in the provision of loans and other
investment to not-for-profit organisations. It argues that this funding
development fills a gap in the market. It describes the following new
approaches: social investment, the provision of 'patient capital', and
an 'investment' or 'venture philanthropy' approach to grant making. The
factors driving the growth in use ofthese approaches are examined and
their relevance to fundraising charities considered. Finally, the paper
discusses how key stakeholders including the government and charitable
trusts are adapting to this new environment.
INTRODUCTION
The many not-for-profit organisations that do not enjoy a
significant voluntary income from fundraising activities often find it
difficult to raise funds to invest in their growth and development.
This is for a number of reasons.
The funding method most familiar to charities is grant aid.
Most grants meet the recurrent costs oftime-.limited projects or
one-off capital projects in some particular subscctors (eg the arts and
education). They tend not to be readily or widely available for:

- asset purchase
- core costs
- projects aimed at developing the human capital ofthe
organisation.

Many grant makers are also reluctant to fund the initial costs
of projects aimed at generating funds to support the applicant
organisation in the future. These projects may be regarded as too risky
and/or too 'commercial' for grant aid.
Some for-profit companies, during their start up phase, benefit
from enterprise grants. Their capital development, however, is
generally financed either by equity (the subscription for shares in the
company) or other risk capital investments. ~'C8tDlot
provide'
equitJ:-..ttla.few-cannot
accesstlHa form offinanc_ Smne
non...charitable, not-for-protitorganiaations have shareholders. For
example, mutualorganisations including cooperatives and credit unions
operate on .the basis that members have a stake in the organisation but
there are limits on individual share holdings. And, with investment in
such organisations, the normal equity upside (ie growth in capital
value) is not available to the equity investor.
In theory,dtOt-for-pro&s,shGulc1.Doableto.acoesa 1081\
finance from commerciatpro\'iders likethebanb. They often find this
difficult, however. .Mjgbl8treet~;havelNlen'Unwiltiugtolend
to
small or newnot-for-profits.._they
are unfamiliar with:

- the organisational

stn:&CtUma
for..profits
(eg company limited by guarantee, cooperative, benefit to the community
society, credit union and charity)

- lending to organisationsor individuals without assets
against which capital can be secured
- lending to individuals who, in contrast with for-profit
companies, do not have the same persenaI fiDancialstake in tlte
enterprise
- not-for-profit financing, for example contracting for the
provision of public services. 1
For these reasons, there is a financing gap which has led some
to consider whether approaches distinct from traditional grant aid and
based on commercial models might be used to support the sector. This
paper seeks to describe these approaches and covers:
- social investment: providing loans to chanties or providing
loans to or taking a share in other not-for-profits
- the provision of 'patient capital': which implies a return
well below market rates and could include deferring payment of interest

on loans or not taking a full return on an equity investment
- an 'investment' or 'venture philanthropy' approach to grant
making which aims to build the core capacity of funded organisations.
The title ofthe paper identifies these as new approaches but
this is not, strictly speaking, the case. Social investment for
example, has a long history.2 The Edwardian settlements were adept at
issuing public bonds. Rather than invention there appears to have been
a rediscovery of such approaches.
Evolving definitions
There is a continuum of ~
activity. At,~end_
outright gifts or grants and at the other are loans or other
investments made on a purely commercial basis. Social investment, the
provision of 'patient capital' and an 'investment' approach to grant
making form part of this continuum. This is a market place in which
definitions are still evolving, however, the authors' definitions of
the approaches described in this paper follow.
Social investment

The term 'aociaJinvestm.ent~j~~ll;Y\l,$edto.

describe the

provision of loans to, or subscription for shares in, not-for-profit
organisatioBS. The investment is 'social' because it is made to achieve
social purposes. Social investment generally ~~less
,fonder
involvement~han in the venture philanthropy model.
"

Patient capital
'Patient capital' is an importAlntsubset:of social investment.
The terms on which social investment is offered determine whether or
not it is 'patient capital'. Patient capital is finance provided over
an extended period and below market rates. For example, a loan might be
given with a ten-year capital repayment holiday. A subset of patient
capital is when terms are not set until there is some certainty about
the prospects for the venture. So, for example, the terms of a loan
would not be set until after the loan is disbursed.
An 'investment' approach to grant making3
Gr8t'm~
~aft'flWestrhetrtapproach
may concentrate on
pre-application support, support during the applications process and/or
support during the life of the projectfIVenture philanthropy provides
all three. 'It is characterised by 'hands on' management assistance to

charities and other not-for-profits to help them grow and develop. It
is also characterised by a concern to demonstrate how investment
affects outcomes.
A RANGE OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES
Social investment
As mentioned above, the term 'social investment' is generally
used to describe the provision of loans to, or subscription for shares
in, not-for-profit organisations. The investment is 'social' because it
is made to achieve social purposes (see Introduction for more detail).
There is a wide spectrum of social investment activity and a growing
range of providers, but they all have core characteristics in common.
There is some financial return
Social investment is distinctfrom'lJ8Bt aid. OraBtaidia'!
money given away. but a financial return. -however small, is expected
oil a social investment. This means that social investment decisions
are based on a judgment not only about the social return from, but also
the financial viability of, the project. .
Some social investors need to recycle funds relatively quickly,
and charge rates close to market rates, in order to remain sustainable.
Others provide what is termed 'patient capital'. They offer finance
over an extended period and at discounted or sub-market rates (see also
Introduction).
Some may require repayment of a loan only if the social
enterprise can afford it and some offer grants alongside loans. This
latter activity, however, because no return is required, falls outside
the definition of social investment used in this paper.
A need for a social return
Social investors support not-for-profit organisations that
contribute to achieving particular social or environmental aims.
Providers with charitable status, like Venturesome, are bound by
charity law to support only those projects that contribute to achieving
their charitable purposes (see below for more information about
charities and social or programmerelated investment).
Social investment and chanties
Charitable funds may be used for social investment (sometimes

investment). In other words charities may
known as programme-related
pursue their purposes through the provision ofloans, loan guarantees
or the subscription or purchase of shares in a range of organisations.
The key issue is that such investments have to further the purposes of
the charity. Charities may therefore provide loans to non-charitable
organisations including other not-for-profits and make loans to and
purchase shares in private companies provided that it helps to achieve
their purposes.
Loans and loan guarantees may provide a significant new source
of finance for not-for-profit organisations. Some large charitable
foundations and operating charities hold significant assets and may be
willing to use them for social investment purposes. There are already a
number of pioneers in this field including the Peabody Trust wh9, no. 2
(May 2004): p. 112-121ich has deposited ?500,000 with the Charity Bank.
The Charity Bank uses these funds to lend to London-based charities;
thereby ensuring that the investment helps achieve Peabody's purpose
'to help the poor of London'.
Social investment provides not-for-profit organisations with a
wider range of financing options.
A wider range of financial options
'Social investors' use a variety of financial techniques. They
help not-for-profits grow and develop by providing:
_ start-up capital: to meet the set-up costs of new income
generating projects
_

working capital: to cover project costs before contract

income comes through

_ pre-funding offundraising income: for example, to enable a
building project, for which all the money has not yet been raised, to
start before costs escalate.
The support offered takes a variety of forms including:
_

loans for projects until finance is found elsewhere (stand-by

facilities/underwriting)
_

secured and unsecured loans

_

a loan which is only repayable by a royalty on future sales

of a product or service (quasi-equity)

- the subscription or purchase of shares in a not- for-profit
(only possible ifthe organisation is not a charity, even though its
purposes may be charitable).
An 'investment' approach to grant giving4
One of the features distinguishing an 'investment' approach to
grant giving from traditional grant giving is the level of involvement
of the funder (see Figure 1).
At the commercial, low involvement comer of Figure 1 are banks
which assess the applicant's eligibility for loans and then have little
or no contact with the project providing repayments are made. At the
high involvement comer are venture capitalists who take a controlling
stake in the business and engage in 'hands on' management to help make
the company profitable.
At the charitable or philanthropic low involvement comer of
Figure 1 are traditional grant makers. At the high involvement comer
are venture philanthropists. Impetus, for example, has been formed by
individuals with experience in the venture capital industry. It
proposes to invest in a small number of organisations, offering them a
combination of core funding, hands on support and capacity building
over an extended period, to enable a step change in their performance.
It will also provide management support through a network of
'associates' from both the business and charity sectors.
Figure 1 Supply of finance
Tmditional-;graDtaid Us so f8l'heen~mthis
paper as:
--shorttenn
-project based
- low engagement
- focused

on outputs rather than'ou:toomcs

and impact.

However, these distinctions are not absolute. Some
long-established grant makers have a close involvement with some of the
projects that they support; others have begun to adopt an 'investment'
approach to grant making or aspects of an 'investment' approach (see
Introduction). For example, the Community Fund has taken a leading role

in promoting outcomes assessment. Others have also been trailblazers;
the Lloyds TSB Foundation has undertaken two impact assessments of the
projects that it funds, and the effectiveness of its grant-giving
programme. Others such as Alcohol Concern, the London Housing
Foundation and BBC Children in Need have also developed work on
outcomes including guides on the assessment of outcomes for the
projects that they fund.
A RISKY BUSINESS?
Assessing applications from not-for-profits
The perception is that financing notfor-profits is more
inherently risky than financing for-profits. The track record of
specialist lenders like Charity Bank, however, indicates that this is
not the case. Their experience indicates that not-for-profits are less
likely to default.
Discussions -with the mainstream banks suggest that a major
disincentive is the costs associated with assessing applications from
not-for-profits. This is because these applications do not fit the
model they are used to. For example, often a not-for-profit will not be
able to offer security or it may not have experience of running the
type of initiative for which funding is sought. Such factors mean that
the application requires more attention and most mainstream banks are
unwilling to invest the time needed.
Some credit ratings systems used by the high street banks have
disadvantaged charities and other not-for-profits. For example, in some
instances they have been penalised because their management does not
have a personal financial stake in the business. This shows the banks'
failure to recognise that those involved may be motivated by factors
other than personal reward. Some social investors have therefore worked
with the banks to encourage them to provide loans to social projects.
They have demonstrated that such projects are financially viable if
properly assessed and not subject to insensitive credit ratings. Some
have also helped charities and other not-for-profit organisations put
together mixed funding packages. An investment which seemed
unattractive to one investor appears viable when others are prepared to
put up funds and share the risk associated with the project.
The key factor here is expertise. The important thing is that
financial risk is fully recognised, properly assessed and carefully
managed by the potential lender (commercial bank or social investor).
And this means that it is crucially important that the organisation
making the investment has staff, or access to advisers, with the right

mix of skills and that it allows adequate time for the assessment.
Different perspectives on risk
Commercial financial providers tend to focus solely on
financial risk. For other providers of finance to not-for-profits, risk
assessment will be more complicated.
_ Traditional grant makers tend to be most concerned about
whether their support is likely to deliver the promised outputs
_

Social investors by definition focus on both the likely

financial return and the likely social return; however, although
financial assessments may be quite sophisticated, the assessment of
social return may be based more on instinct than hard evidence
_

Grant makers using an investment approach often try to

develop methods to assess the social outcomes and wider impact ofthe
projects they support.
Social investment and the 'investment' approach to grant making
are a new departure because both are normally concerned with building
the capacity ofthe organisation as a whole. This entails close
attention to the management potential of the organisation, analogous to
that paid by private investors considering for-profit investment
vehicles. It can also mean closer monitoring of financial performance
-with defined milestones agreed in advance between the funder and the
funded organisation.
Charities as providers of social investment
Charity trustees tend to't'egard ~viding loans as"muchrislrier
than providing grants. However, loans are funds that can:be recycled.
They therefore, at least In theory;~that
limited ~
go
tUrtherandwork hanler.
Some charities have significant assets and they could be using
them in part for social investment. This could provide a very valuable
new source of financing for not-for-profits. This is not to argue that
there are not particular legal constraints for charities seeking to
engage in social investment. For example, trustees may be bound to exit
a loan or other investment relationship should an investee change the
way it operates so that its contribution to achieving the investor's
charitable purposes is reduced (see the section on social investment
and charities for context). Sometimes, particularly where the charity
holds shares in the enterprise, exit may be difficult. Such risks can

and should be managed, however. For example, the charity might protect
its interests by requiring the investee to make provision to buy back
its shares. The Charity Commission3 has issued guidance on social
investment.
THE EXPANSION OF PROVISION
There has been an expansion in the number of organisations
adopting the funding approaches described in this paper. This growth
has been driven by a number of factors.
Funding pressures and the drive to be entrepreneurial
In 1994 there was concern that charitable fundraising might
stall. The view was that new forms of finance were needed to help the
sector meet the demands placed on it. CAF considered loan finance an
option but knew that mainstream banks were reluctant to back charities
and other social businesses. In 1995, it decided to plug the lending
gap by setting up Investors in Society. Charity Bank, launched in 2002,
developed from this. Over eight years, ? 1Omhas been lent to over 200
charities.
Charitable fundraising did not stall, it has grown over the
last ten years. Relatively few charities benefit from large scale
public fundraising, however, and small and medium-sized charities
report intense competition for grants. This is particularly the case in
the current economic climate. Some endowed charitable trusts have seen
the value of their endowments decline dramatically over recent years.
Small and medium-sized charities are therefore under intense financial
pressure and often need to be entrepreneurial to survive.
Individuals acting as a catalyst
Social entrepreneurs and social finance entrepreneurs
A large number of talented individuals have shown the way and
have acted as catalysts for the development of both not-for-profits and
the organisations that finance them. Many individual social
entrepreneurs have shown that business tools can be used very
effectively for social ends. Others, including the founders of Impetus
and Venturesome have brought venture capital experience to the
charitable sector.
The founders of organisations such as ARK and SHINE are
investing their own money in these organisations. Many of today's
philanthropists want to engage with the organisations they support.

They are concerned to contribute not only money but also knowledge and
skills. They want to ensure that the money they invest makes a real
difference.
Small-scale investors
The power of small-scale investment by individuals in
organisations with social purposes has been demonstrated by a number of
recent initiatives including:
- Charity Bank, which provides bank accounts for individuals as
well as providing finance to organisations to enable them to pursue
charitable purposes - individual account holders can donate their
interest back into the fund

- Industrial Common Ownership Finance (ICOF) whose shares were
mainly subscribed by individuals - the average shareholder holds around
?1,000 worth
- the Traidcraft

share subscription, which raised ?3m and the
Ethical Property Company share subscription, which raised ?4m.
Providers stimulate demand
Many charity trustees are reluctant to take out loans. They
characterise loans as risky and expensive and are worried about
personal liability. Charity trustees do indeed have a special duty of
care. Within the constraints of charity law, however, and on the basis
of appropriate advice, many could be making use of a wider range of
financial tools. A major barrier appears to be lack of awareness of the
range available and how they might be used in the best interests ofthe
charity. CAF, through Investors in Society and now Venturesome, is
encouraging not-for-profit organisations to make more creative use of
the available options.
The market is also developing, or, in other words, knowledge is
growing about the needs of different segments ofthe market. Providers
are tending to specialise more as their expertise and confidence grows
and therefore gaps can be more easily identified. And new providers are
emerging to fill them, sometimes with government support.6
Government efforts to promote social enterprise activity
Government recognises that not-for-profits have significant
potential to tackle unemployment and regenerate deprived areas. It also
knows that charities and other not-for-profits can contribute greatly

to public service delivery. It has therefore sought to encourage the
development of such organisations by promoting social investment.
The Treasury accepted the recommendations of the Social
Investment Task Force published in October 2000.7 From April 2003, it
provided a tax credit for investments in organisations that finance
social and other businesses operating in underinvested areas or which
finance groups experiencing discrimination in the labour market.
The Social Investment Task Force report also recommended that
the Charity Commission should clarify the circumstances in which
charities can provide debt and equity finance. The Commission published
'Guidelines on Programme Related Investment' in May 2001.5 New
guidelines called 'Guidelines on Social Investment', with some helpful
revisions, were published in October 2002.5
In July 2002 the DTI launched a Strategy for Social
Enterprise.8 One of the issues considered was funding and finance for
social enterprises. The report proposed that the Bank of England should
undertake a review, identifying gaps and barriers to investment in
social enterprises. This report was published in May 2003.1 It made a
series of recommendations about how to stimulate appropriate provision
and demand for it.
The DTI also launched, in April 2003, a consultation on a new
legal form for social enterprises, the Community Interest Company. This
new form should make it easier for social enterprises to raise the
finance they need. It is proposed that these new organisations will,
for example, be able to issue preference shares.
RELEVANCE TO FUNDRAISING CHARITIES
Social investment provides an alternative source of funding for
the many small and medium-sized charities that are largely or totally
reliant on grant funding and/or that do not have a large base of
individual donors, -who provide invaluable unrestricted income to cover
core costs.
Larger charities with significant assets may use social
investment approaches to make the resources they have to pursue their
mission go further. 10 Many larger charities support local groups
delivering services and these can he funded where appropriate using
social investment approaches.
Additionally, charities of all sizes that are exploring income
generation (other than fimdraising) may wish to explore social

investment as a means of financing new initiatives. Trading
subsidiaries often find it difficult to secure capital either from
commercial sources, or from grant makers. Social investment may assist,
particularly if the subsidiary also contributes to achieving the
charity's mission and is not simply an income generator.
Also, charities of all sizes may wish to explore with potential
donors a variety of mechanisms other than a gift, and may invite social
investment as part of a fundraising exercise. For example, Mencap through Golden Lane Housing - has raised over 12m of long-term debt
from private individuals to fund investment in housing for its service
users.
THE FUTURE
In the longer term, not-for-profit organisations should be
aware of a wider range of sources of finance and should be able to
choose those particularly suited to their needs. A range of specialist
providers is currently testing different approaches and encouraging
not-for-profit organisations to demonstrate greater creativity in the
financial tools they use. They are also working to raise awareness of
the financial needs and potential of not- for-profit organisations among
mainstream providers, such as the clearing banks and major grant-making
trusts.
The success of the recent share issues by Ethical Property
Company pIc and Traidcraft pIc should encourage significant fundraising
from individual investors by other not-for-profits, and the development
of market mechanisms to allow trading in the shares of such companies.
Crucially, government has a growing interest in this area and
has committed itself to monitor provision, identify gaps and encourage
and support initiatives to fill them. The Bank of England report on the
Financing of Social Enterprisesl recommends further development of
patient capital building on the experience of recent initiatives
including Venturesome (2002) and the pilot Adventure Capital Fund
(2002). Indeed, the government's futurebuilders fund, scheduled to be
operating in the spring of 2004, may well adopt some ofthe funding
mechanisms described in this paper. I I
All this activity means that funders generally, including
charitable trusts and government departments, are becoming aware of
this rapidly evolving new environment. They are becoming more conscious
of the need to provide an individually tailored response to the
not-for-profit organisations that approach them for support. They are
also beginning to explore a wider range of financial tools including

loans and subscription for shares.
NOTE
This paper is a revised edition of 'New approaches to funding
charities and other social enterprises', May 2003 - available on
www.venturesome.org.
(c) CAF
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Don't assume that traditional fundraising methods always apply.
You may have to gore some sacred cows.
Too much reliance on the tried-and-true can cause a train
wreck. At least one staff member at the Disabled American Veterans
(DAV)' felt as if he'd-been hit by a train one afternoon when he phoned
a donor to thank him for a $10,000 contribution.
"What the h_ are you calling me for?" the donor demanded. This
was in 1995, in the infancy ofDA Vs planned giving program. The
organization was depending on the conventional wisdom that personal
contact is essential to donor cultivation. The last thing anyone
expected was a nuclear detonation in response to a simple thank-you
call.
This angry response isn't typical of what DAV encounters when
phoning its donors, but it was a wake-up call. It forced the
organization's new Planned Giving Department to recognize the truth:
DAV solicits its donors and recruits its members through direct mail.
Thus, its relationship with its donors and members is quite different
from the personal relationships on which traditional planned giving
depends.
DAV's Planned Giving Department did find an escape route-and
rather quickly. Along the way, it found itself goring a number of the
planned giving profession's most sacred cows.
What If Conventional Wisdom Doesn't Apply?
Let's take a look at what went wrong with each of the
conventional wisdoms DAV tried, unsuccessfully, to apply. Then we'll
see how the organization resolved the resulting problems.
Conventional Wisdom #1

F8Ce-to-faoeetlti~is:~a~~f

The first thing

DAV's planned giving professionals did was analyze the organization's
member and donor lists. They identified people most likely to make
significant gifts and pinpointed a few cities in which many ofthose
people lived. Next, staff members visited those cities to discuss DAVs
plannedgiving program with the prospects who lived there. The costs
were staggering, and DAV made only $5,000 from this effort. There was
simply no way to justify the expense.
Conventional Wisdom #2
Volunteers are essential to successful cultivation. DAV has
some wonderful volunteer leadership. There's no shortage of disabled
veterans who are ready to help in any way. But, when asked to work on
donor cultivation, these volunteers lost patience when they didn't see
immediate results. They wanted a quick close, and they just couldn't
maintain the continuing focus necessary for long-range cultivation.
Conventional Wisdom #3
It's imperative that volunteers make the asks. If volunteers
weren't going to do the cultivation, what was the point in asking them
to handle the close?
Conventional Wisdom #4
The CBO must. be involvod. DAV introduced its CEO to the
cultivation process by asking him to ",~",,*.eaBste'_i
O~7~'8'20
bestmajor
~rig.thtf,w.-)8dGiving
Departtnents first year. Trying to preclude a bad experience, DAV's
planned-giving professionals dropped calls to New York, Washington,
Chicago, and Los Angeles-cities where donors are more likely to be
blunt in exchanges with the staff of charities. The first year went
fine. The second year included calls into Los Angeles County and the
suburbs of Washington, D.C. The CEO hasn't made a donor call since. The
hesitancy of CEOs to contact donors is a reality many charities have to
cope with; the problem is hardly unique to DAV.
Conventional Wisdom #5
Mail plays only a minor role in generating significant gifts.
That precept may be true for many organizations, but it just doesn't
play in an organization like DAV that's driven, top to bottom, by
direct mail.

Is It possible to Create a New Fundraising Model?
There's another tried-and-true conventional wisdom that applies
here, one borrowed from the direct marketing industry: "As acquired, so
renewed." DAV acquires its donors with direct mail. It cultivates their
long-term support with the same medium. Not surprisingly, when the
traditional planned-giving model failed, the organization applied
direct-mail techniques to construct a new cultivation model.
Here's how it went. While road trips weren't achieving much at
all, DAV's planned-giving professionals were seeing substantial success
making phone contact with likely prospects. IfDA V could flM.~R~~!4:J
way to get one step beyond tAe1Il8iland onto the telephone, that wou1d.
be the key.
What was needed was prospect qualification, specifically
direct-mail qualification. IfDA V could qualify its planned-giving and
major-gift prospects through direct mail-the medium to which they were
accustomed in their relationship with the organization-the
planned-giving staff could focus their phone calls on those most likely
to yield positive outcomes.
In essence, the organization needed to determine the elementary
IA-A factors that, according to Henry Rosso," govern whether someone
will make a large donation or planned gift. IAA stands for linkage,
interest, and ability. Here's how DAV uses these three factors to
qualify its prospects:
Linkage is a problem for DAVat least in comparison to the
dooropening, social networks that a symphony, museum, or university
might have. Direct-mail charities like DAV are better served by the
model developed by Kay Sprinkel Grace. Examining the same motivational
factors as Rosso, Grace expounds a RJiPJdel
baled on three words beginning
with C: connection, concern, and capacity.' The concept of "connection"
works better for DAV than Rosso's notion of "linkage." DAV has a solid
understanding of how various constituencies are connected to the
organization: Some are donors. Some are disabled veterans who belong to
DAV as fraternal members. Some are veterans' families, who are members
ofDA V Auxiliary. After working through the mail for three-quarters of
a century, DAV may not have the social and business networks that
Rosso's model envisions, but it does have clear-cut connections.
Interest is easy enough to determine. DAV usesseveralfactors
to.measure a donor or member's history with the organization. These
factors include longevity and frequency of donations, size of past
gifts, volunteer activity in DAVs programs, volunteer leadership

~.__._-------_._---~

~

positions held, and demographic factors 'SUch'as'tfimtat statUs and
children. Because interest peaks after 60, age is also helpful in
spotting potential interest in planning an estate gift.
Ability to give is a critical issue. Here DAV uses standard
demographic measurements-including data on age, income, and assets-to
determine who among its members and donors have the capacity to make
large gifts.
L-I-A: that's how DAV scours its current donor and membership
files to build mailing lists for planned-giving campaigns. Now, when
the organization mails to these folks, it's not looking for
current-that is, immediate-gifts. It's looking for a way to rank
supporters as qualified prospects. A couple of examples will show how
simple this process can be.
Each DAV mailing includes an 800 number and a response form
with some simple questions designed to get the prospect to
self-qualify. Selfquali~ationwill happen either on the telephone or
on the response form.
Let's say the organization is promoting the charitable gift
annuitya gift that offers a life income to the donor. Here are the four
levels of prospect qualification:
1. Ifdonors call the 800 number, they're definitely'
interested. DAV starts cultivating right away, collecting the data
needed to create a gift illustration that shows what kind of income an
annuity will provide the donor.'
2. When donors mail back a response tbmi'askingfOr .gift
illustration and providing thedata'neededto generate (me, they
qualify at the secondhighestlevel. Planned-giving profeSsionals win
seIIclthese'd6nois'DAVsptanned--giWlgnewsletter,
call. They'll also
...ttMgs
take....
even if they don't give. Som~

justw~.broehUre'

3. When donors usett\erespc:mseform
or general information, 'theyptacethMseU8,1tO. 2 (Marl Apr 2000): p.
11-13ves at the third level-basically on the back burner unless the
brochure prompts them to request a gift illustration.
4. If they don't respond, they don't have much l'fOMise, and
DAVs small Planned Giving Department doesn't have the time to do any
more.
Now, what ifDA V is asking people to make an __Bift-that"

is, to remember the organization in their wills or trust instruments?
Here, there are five levels of qualification:
1. Once again, a call to DAVs 800 number puts them on the top
of the list.
2. If their response fonn says QItV is already listed in their
will or trust, they go straight into DAVs legacy society. DA V sends
them a certificate, calls them on the phone, and strokes the dickens
out ofthem.
3. If the form says they're considering including'DA V in their
estate plans, they'll get a second mailing, very wann and fuzzy,
They'll also get DAV's donor newsletter fora while: Perhaps DA V will
call.
4. If they simply request a brochure, DAV will send it but
won't do more unless the prospect gets in touch.
5. DAV doesn't bother with nonrespondents..
Like most charities, even the largest, DAV has a relatively
small staff working in the areas of major gifts and planned giving.
These professionals must budget their time. These levels of
qualification help DAV do that very effectively.
Is It Working?
The proof is in the pudding, and few charities can match DAV's
results. In the first five years of its planned giving initiative, DAV
issued $1.2 million in charitable gift annuities-half a million dollars
in one year alone. The organization also generated 846 known bequest
and trust expectancies, more than many organizations have generated in
decades of institutional history. Those expectancies have a present
value of$18.1 million.
There are other benefits as well. The Ilew model keeps people
out of airports and in their of*i~~ }'hus, DAV is able.to generate
large gifts with relatively little expense. Nearly all ofDA V's success
comes through telephone contact from the organization's national
headquarters in Cincinnati. DAV simply hasn't needed to do all the
traveling that so many assume is part of the game in planned gift
cultivation.
Yes, they re-invented the wheel at DAV. They had to. But it's
working.

These resources are available through the Society for Nonprofit
Organizations' Resource Center (608-274-9777).
During a three-decade career, Tom Keller, CFRE, has practiced
direct marketing at Disabled American Veterans, University of
Cincinnati, and Smith Beers Yunker & Company (8074 Beechmont Avenue,
P.O. Box 54556, Cincinnati, Ohio 45254,513231-9464), where he is
currently director of direct-marketing services.
Footnotes
1 This article is based on the experience of the Disabled
American Veterans, where the author worked from 1976 to 1999. At DAV,
direct mail in an annual fund environment is the principal means of
fundraising, accounting for roughly three quarters of total revenues in
any gIVen-year.
2 Rosso, Henry A., ed., Achieving Excellence in Fundraising: A
Comprehensive Guide to Principles, Strategies, Methods, Jossey-Bass,
Inc., Publishers, San Francisco, 1991, p. 29.
3 Grace, Kay Sprinkel, Beyond Fundraising:New Strategies for
Nonprofit Innovation and Investment, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,
pp. 30-31. To order, call 608-274-9777.
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Effective fund-raising
camps

for non-profit

Author: Larson, Paula Source: Camping Magazine v71n2 (Mar 1998): 34-37ISSN: 0740-4131 Number:
03633472 Copyright: Copyright American Camping Association Inc. 1998

Fund-raising. Who has the time or energy for it?

The camp director is CEO and CFO, personnel director and operations manager, trainer and motivator,
psychologist and troubleshooter, and mediator and planner. Few other professions require a director who has
such a broad set of skills. Tirelessly and with a calm smile, you manage the dozens of tasks that camp
incorporates. One of those tasks for nonprofit camps is fund-raising.
Think for a moment about what extra money could accomplish at your camp. You could construct a new building,
pay for a ropes course, make scholarships available for low-income campers, fund a kitchen expansion, buy
program equipment, pay for a specialized staff member for a new activity, or fund outreach activities in the winter.
The sky's the limit - if only you had the money.
Imagine the Possibilities
Sit for an hour some quiet morning and make a dream list of what you want for your camp. Post the list
somewhere visible and spend some time imagining where your camp would be if all the items were fully funded.
You would probably have a higher enrollment if you offered ropes course programming. With another building,
you could add another unit of campers. With more winter outreach, you could identify and serve more campers.

Your list of fund-raising goals should include both physical improvements to the property and buildings and
activities or programs that can be added or expanded with more equipment or staff. It's an exciting prospect to
consider what else your camp could offer - if only you had the money.

Identify Fund-Raising Sources
Once you've listecjy()ur
dreilmprojects, identify potential donors o,-..You
couid establish or expand fund.
or annual appe,~I,where you
ask me~rs,
~mper families,
...t7'" ~okf;i8ItUte an annual fund,
(~lina.
sources
couldincludecorporate
~
anct,.
fi~tds~.jJ~J1C1f1111JiZ8tiOntodonate SOI
gifts, foundation grants, and significant individual giftS.tvou'lIwant to consider asking for gifts of cash, items you
need for camp, and volunteertime to provideyou withmoney-savingservices likeprintingor an annual electrical
inspection.
m

After you've gotten some of the basics, such as an annual fund and several successful special events, in place,
you'll want to consider establishing a planned-giving program so that people can leave you gifts of life insurance
or give you a portion of their estate in trust.
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The task of fund-raising with all the options available can seem daunting. To fund-raise effectively, you need to
~;your
efforts, maximize your time, and raise funds with quality.

Spend>your time pursuing only those funding possibilities that are likelyto net you excellent results. For example,
instead of spending twelve minutes each to prepare the same fund-raising packet for ten local companies, use
120 minutes to write one individualized and exciting request to a company that you've researched and that you
think might really want to help your camp.
Having a contact~.
Check with the members of your board of directors to see what prominent local
individuals they might know or what companies they have contacts to. Ask ifyou can mention the board member's
name in your proposal to the individual or corporation.
Partner with other organizations
help paythat
for will
it in enhance
eict\al'1geyour
for funda few
Cooperate with other nonprofit organizations and work with them to partner initiatives
raising position. Ifyo.u need another buikftl'lg at carnp, find an agenCy that wi"
weeks of reserved time each yeap. Sponsor a large fund-raiser with another nonprofit and divide the proceeds.

Maximize Your lime
Do something each day to further the primary mission of your camp. For example, call someone and ask for help,
write one additional grant, cultivate a new potential donor, or recognize a recent donor in the hopes they'll support
you again the followingyear. Maximize your efforts and be sure to set aside time each day to take a significant
step in fund-raising.
Invest time in your public relations efforts. Get your camp's name in the media as often as possible. Name
recognition and a positive image in the press willhelp legitimize your cause to potential donors. Contributors want
to jump on a successful bandwagon.
For your fund-raising events, think big! Instead of spending time on a fund-raiser you think might net $1,000 for
your camp, spend your time on a fund-raiser that you hope willnet $10,000. You'll be surprised to find that it takes
the same amount of time to raise $10,000 as it does to raise $1,000.
Involve staff"

InvolVe eve;yone a1lliated With your camp Iri fund-l1ltSing. Its a team effort~nd many hands make lighter work.
Your campers can help by getting auction donations or by selling fund-raising products. Parents of campers may
have corporation contacts for you. Your board of directors should lead fund-raising efforts with their own
donations of money, items, or time.
If no one on your staff has the time to do fund-raising, find a way to add some staff time or a new staff member. A
lot of nonprofit organizations are in the cycle of barely surviving financially because there's not enough money to
hire som~Qne to raise funds. Consider writing a grant to get funds to employ a devetopment profesSional for six
monthS. 'ft\e results of successful fund-raising witt help your entire organization blosSom again.

?rp,l~nni,ngan event, do il wilh quality in mind,
Whalever you do for fund-18ising,whether writinga ",nl
s1f6dtd b6 ~
'aM con~8ttf
~mij
~e!rt cal'twh, ()rlos~'apotenttal d'OrtOr
ih the
~
first sentence or two. Your opening needs to be interesting, exciting, and appealing. Jt needs to affect the reader
personally. It needs to lead him to want to know how his organization can take action to help.
. "",~, .." ,
WortdnO'Wfth donors
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about your camp and the projecls you want to implement are consistent: State your

Make sure the ~

dearly. What does your camp accomplish for your campers and why should someone donate their
money to help you? Tell potential donors succinctly what their donation will do. For example, a certain level of
donation will pay for one week of camp for a needy camper or pay for the climbing gear needed for a new teamprogram.
building or self-esteem-building

()~

Whatever project you're fundraising for, develop a strong case for the need you face. A donor may not be overly
eager to buy two dozen septic system chambers. But they might get very interested in it when they realize
expanding the septic system will mean you can serve fifty more campers each session. It's all in the presentation.

Recognition is vital
Remember to recognize donors for the contributions they make to your camp. Once people support your
organization, thank them in a meaningful way. AY'handwrittenthank you card is preferabteto a.tQm letter, and a
telephone call to thank a leading donor is very meaningful.fIIt1bftcizingdonors in your newsletter (unless they
request anonymity) is always a great idea. Positive donor recognition might mean a contributor will support you on
an annual basis.
Stay educated
Staffers should attend basic continuing education classes in different topies related to fund-raising. Excellent and
inexpensive classes are commonly available in specialevents planning, grants writing, cultivating major gifts,
implementing annual funds, and others. Apply this knowledge to your camp.
Whatever fund-raising efforts you undertake first, whether planning a major special event, writing a capital grant,
or getting people affiliated with your camp to support an annual fund, start with enthusiasm for your mission. Then
implement the fund-raising with attention to precision, team effort, and reaching a specific goal. You'll find the
results to be effective and successful money-makers that will help to ensure the future of your camp.
Author Affiliation:

Paula Larson is executive director of Uons Camp Pride in New Durham, New Hampshire, a residential camp
serving children and adults with moderate through profound special needs.
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Recently,

a public supported medi& operation offered tickets to a Speakers' Series

contingent upon member's pledge to a specified dollar amount. This author pledge the amount,
and in fact, paid by check within two days of receipt of the pledge statement. There was a limited
number of seats available for the events. The station over sold the memberships, because pledges
do not guarantee payment, and did not provide the author with tickets because first priority went
to members who charged their pledges.

Since the seat limit was reached before her check arrived,

the author was not given tickets to the Speaker's Series.

The station might have curbed overall resentment if they had sent notification of their
predicament. However, the managing board decided against notifying those who had contributed
but did not receive tickets. One week prior to the first speaker, the author called concerning the
status of the tickets. The station explained the situation, their decision not to issue tickets, and
their decision not to notify.
Using knowledge of public relations, the author explained her reactions in terms of
organizational accountability. Since that time, the author has worked with the station to develop
future guidelines for accountability in fund-raising endeavors, and did receive tickets for the
Speake s Series.
The ending to this situation is analogous to the fairy tale ending ofll...and they lived
happily ever after." This negative experience resulted in a positi,_re solution because of the
author's willingness to practice application of

litext book II fundamentals.

,...,
v

Likely, most respondents

---
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would not react in this positive manner. Indeed, others who were denied tickets indicated their
unwillingness to the station management to make future membership pledges to the station.
This paper will focus on the issues of accountability and assessment faced by nonprofit
orgar.izations with corresponding methods of evaluation. First, the extent of nonprofits in our
~ciety and the impact of nonprofits on public relations, will be demonstrated. Secondly, the
various publics who hold a nonprofit organization accountable will be explored. As these publics
unfold, the specificity of goals or objectives, both long and short-term, will be discussed. Various
methods of assessment are available and should be related to these goals. Ethical considerations
of various fund raising techniques will be discussed as related to the issue of accountability, and as
they realte to the public relations. practitioner.
The number of nonprofit organizations is an ever-increasing facet of public and private
work. Kelly (1993) estimates that "one-third of all graduates of public relations programs housed
in departments or schools ofjoumalism and mass communication go to work for nonprofit
organizations" (p. 353). James Joseph, President of the Council on Foundations, emphasized the
societal purpose of non profits when he contends that encouraging private generosity "...is
fi.mdamer.~ to any society that has faith in the essential goodness of the individual...philanthropy
is itself an important

value... [it) can affirm and advance the connectedness

of humanity [and its

study] can serve as the social glue of the humanities" (Scala, 1992, p. 47).
The strength of this faith in individuals is supported by the figures on monetary
contributions over several previous years which also represents reductions in federal funding that
began during the 1980s. In 1991, there were an estimated 800,000 organizations categorized as
charities. In 1989,460,000 organizations qualified for IRS 501 (c) status (Ke:1y, 1991). By J991,

4
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this number grew to 516,000 (Mixer, 1993).1 These figures also demonstrate the changeable
nature of the nonprofit world. During the years of 1987 and 1989, over 110,000 organizations
were added to the list. while over 41,000 were removed (Mixer, 1993). Hilgert and Mahler
(I 991) estimate that nonprofit organizations are increasing at rates of between 8 to 15~ per year.
The contribution figure to nonprofit organizations exceeded $100 billion in 1988, which
was an all time record for nonprofits (Kelly, 1991). By 1992, more than 124.3 billion dollars was
raised, and an estimated 69 million households provided this benefaction. This dollar amount
represents a 6.4 % increase over charitable giving in 1991. Expectations are that the trend will
continue. A3 James Joseph, Council of Foundations states" "Encouraging private generosity is
fundamental to any societY that has faith in the essential goodness of the individual" (Scala, 1992,

p.47).
The volume of voluntary charitable donations and organizations as beneficiaries of these
donations has not seemed to reach an ebb. The question is, therefore, what is the role of the
public relations practitioner in nonprofit organizations? Kelly (1991) contends that in regards to
fund-raising, the role must be one of communications management. Her definition implies that
"...public relations is broader than communication techniques, such as publications, and broader
than specialized public relations programs, such as media relations, employee relations, or donor
relations" (p. 9). She summarizes the role for the public relations practitioner as
..public relations is a boundary role of charitable organizations, responsible for
helping these organizations manage their interdependencies, thereby, reducing

I"Federal requirements exempt charitable organizations with annual revenues ofless than
$25,000 iTom filing IRS Form 990. 327,000 did not file in 1989. Of the 133,600 that did file,
approximately 72% can be classified as small, that is, they have annual expenses below
$500,OOO...and receive about 11% of the total public support" (Mixer, 1993, pp. 203-04).

5
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.
environmental uncertainty and buffering the organization from demands of
interpenetrating systems. If interpenetrating systems move in directions other than
that of the focal organization. conflict occurs and negotiation and compromise
must take place. Such conflict may cause the organization to change; however,
even if the change is positive, the organization still must manage the conflict to
reduce the risk oftosing a high degree ofautonomy (p. 319).
This definition of the role oftbe public relations practitioner in nonprofit organizations
sbould lead to an evaluation/assessment role as well. The difficulties of evaluation of public
relations efforts has been well-documented, bowever, Jacobson (1980) may express it b~t when
n

he compares measurement ofPR efforts to

...trying to measure a bucket of eels...or only slightly

easier than measuring a gaseous body witb a rubber band" (p. 7). To clarify the issues involved in
assessment, this paper will first examine tbe development of goals or objectives within the
nonprofit organization.
.
Fundamental public relations texts speak to the importance of goal directed programs that
assume a level of evaluation and measurement. Hendrix (1995) asserts "OII.i.ctMIs are the 8ingt.e
..They repre~nt the practitioner's desired
most important element in this public relations process.
outcomes in communicating with the targeted publics" (p. 19). A primary objective should be
developed in terms of the organization itself. As evidenced by the continuous development and
discontinuation of nonprofit agencies, the purpose of the organization is the focal point for the
fundamental objective. Additional1y, tbe future of the organization must be considered. Speaking
to this issue, Mixer (1993) writes:
Planning in general causes organizations and their fundraising activities to look to
the future. By selecting the optimum direction for the total organization. ~trategic
planning proposes what should happen and how the organization can create that
future rather than simply react to current trends. Strategic planning examines the
strengths and weaknesses of the organization and the opportunities and threats it
faces in its operating environment. The direction chosen in relation to the
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organization's mission, which may be redefined in the planning process, establishes
fundraising goals and objectives. These intentions also influence the selection of
the fourteen major fundraising methods that are available. Each of these means
has strategic requirements that affect.the subject organization and anticipated
revenues. Selection of methods requires careful consideration of essential criteria
drawn trom the areas of needs, organization and operation. A prudently drawn
development pla."1is one attuned to internal and external probabilities and poised
for accomplishment (p. 244).
Even short-lived organizations should employ this objective considenition.

. Recently, I

attended a developmental board meeting for an organization founded for the express purpose of
bringing the Names Quilt (AIDS quilt) to the local area. The board is well developed and
extremel~ welt staffed.

However,

during the meetjng, the issue of excess funds, monies raised.

over the expenses of the quilt display, was discussed.

The board indicated an aspiration to raise

more funds than necessary, and to use the surplus funds to support various other loca]

organizations that work with mY-positive individuals and AIDS patients. Preliminary fundraising
had alr~ady occurred; yet this additional objective was not shared with the contributors. If this
secondary objective was accepted by the board as a whole, the public must be made aware of this
goal in order for the board to fully establish accountability.
Therefore, decisions regarding organizational objectives are integral to the effective
functioning not only ofthe organization, but of fundraising efforts. Efforts directed towards
fundraising are multidimensional. Too often, fundraising may be viewed as the primary objective
of an organization,

which results in a lack of concerns for key areas of assessment.

Included here

are concerns for the various publics involved in any nonprofit operation.
Kelty (1991) identified four types of strategic publics: ~nabling, functional, normative and
diffused. "Using these concepts, donors can be defined as an enabling public that provides

,...
.
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necessary resources for charitable organization, much like stockholders provide revenue for
corporations. Fund raising, therefore, can be viewed as managing interdependenc\es between a
charitable organization and its donor publics. (p. 296-7). The present author contends that this
identification must extend beyond the domain of monetary considerations; successful connections
to key publics by any nonprofit organization applies these divisions.
An enabling public allows the organization to not only successfully raise funds, but also to
conduct the business necessary to attain the primary objective. This same public could be
classified as functional, normative, and diffused. The domain of a public relations practitioner as
an aasessment agent includes managing the association between the organization and these

various publics. ''MaIbtiag Nsnrr:h has shown that *OIMOMwho has an un~
w1th_~,js

likelyto ten ~

who has'a~f.perienee"(Johnson

experience

times as'tnanypeople about that experience as someone
and Laviano, 1991, p. 35). Repeatedly, the issue of

identification of publics in conjunction ~th the organization's goals anli objectives is crucial to
successful public relations mana~~ement.
Primary attention has been directed towards the monetary donors. Kelly (1991) addressed
the issue of donor involvement and organization autonomy:
These fimd-raising interdependencies constitute an ongoing exchange process that
requires management and negotiation by the charitable organization, especially by
those practitioners who manage its fund-raising function. The concept of
autonomy is a central issue in the exchange process in that the power of a
charitable organization to determine and pursue its own goals is affected by how
successful thaI organization is at managing its interdependencies. Although
absolute auto1\omy is impossible, all charitable organizations in the nonprofit
sector face a double-edge sword in relation to interdependencies with donors in
their environment. In order to enhance their autonomy, they must seek external
funding to support their institutional goals, but in so doing, they risk losing
autonomy by accepting gifts that may limit their power to determine goals and the

s
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means of pursuing them (pp. 292-3).
Repeatedly, one can s~ the concept of interdependency as a necessary element of a nonprofit
organization. However, the claim ofincreased interdependency for nonprofits may not be totally
substantiated. Every organization is faced with the task of autonomy with regards to various
strategic publics; for-profit organizations develop the same interdependencies upon 5:onsumers,
community, local,. state and federal government, and their work-force. The issue addressed in this
paper is that nonprofits have historically ignored the concept of multiple publics in exchange for a
dominant focus upon the donor public.
As with any organization, a nonprofit should list multiple publics in their targeted
communications. These publics include: the organization itself, the paid staff members,
volunteer
,
board members, other vc;>lunteers who give in terms of time and work effort, and ~oth large and
stnall monetary
Evaluation

donors.

Any single individual may be included in a number ofthe$e categories.

and a:~sessment can, and should occur, within a11categories,

and should not be limited

(Smith, 1993), publishes its annual ratings

to the fundraising accomplislunent. Each year, ~

of Charities in America. In 1993, the magazine rated charities in term cflong-term efficiency--the
average percentage of income spent on programs over the past three years. The top rated charity
for 1993, AmeriCares Foundation, was able to devote 99.10/0of this income to program
spending."Z While this rating is sought after for public relations propaganda to monetary donors,
it does not address the issue of multiple p'Jblics.
Almost every basic public relations text includes a chapter on employees as a public. The

2The author is not certain of how they arrived at this figure. As part of the report,

cites that AmeriCares spends 1.7%of its income on fundraising,and 1.2% ofinr.ome on
administration.

~.
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same must be applied to a nonprofit organization. The efficient function of the nonprofit is
dependent upon the productive capacity of the paid staff. Many times, the statfmust respond to a
national organization and a local chapter, and this increases the dependence upon the stafffor a
successful operation.

Assessment of staff in terms of relations with all strategic publics must be

undertaken. This staff is responsible not only to the national organization, if one exists, but also

to a local board of directors. Howe (1991) posits the r~_lIearcb
...tGtbIIII tlteiribftcl...nilift

8dMtiesof'dRef'executi

the dedIions and

paR~

their...

withodt~

retpOnsibiTtties
or doins the work tMt

pt_u.,ang ttatf

do. Because fund raisingcalls

for more direct,. personal involvement and partiCipation of trustees than do other
aspects of an f'rganization, this line between management and oversight becomes
harder to draw.
It is essential for board members to understand sufficiently what is involved in staff
matters, in order to be able to oversee and participate.
The staff and board are then accountable to the volunteers,

which likely result in the accruement

of donors. All of these levels must be considered for an accurate and thorough view of
assessment

and accountability.

Volunteers

as a strategic public have largely been ignored in terms of assessment.

Wilcox,

Ault and Agee (1992) argue that the recruitment and training of volunteers is the fourth objective
of a voluntary agency.

This author contends that retention should also be included under this

objective. Measurement of retention, and satisfaction with the organization, would allow for a
more detailed level of assessment.
A corps of volunteer workers is essential to the success of almost every
philanthropic enterprise. Far more work needs to be done than a necessarily small
professional staff can accomplish. Recndting and training volunteers, and
maintaining their enthusiasm so they will be dependable long-term workers, is an
important public relations function. Organizations usually have a chairperson of
volunteers, who either answers to the public (often caUed community relations)

10
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director or depends upon the director for assistance (p. 470).

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1989, one in five American adults volunteer time,
with a median weekly contribution of just over four hours per week. Sritel (1992) predicts that
the American public's propensity for volunteering is a catalyst towards nonprofit expansion and
proliferation.
In this schemata of strategic publics, monetary donors are listed last, not in line of
importance, because the nonprofit cannot exist without the monetary support. Donors are listed
last because without successful functioning on the previously detailed levels, the issue of donors
may become a mute point. Critical assessment and evaluation of these other publics which
f,
provides a positive image for the nonprofit can result in a positive appeal to the monetary
donors.
public is
Monetary donors fonn the outward basis for a nonprofitas~ssment.
As tFs
t
identified, methods of assessment can be formulated. Edmondson (1986) identifi4s the
characteristics strategic to donor identification.

~

between the ages of34 and 64 comprise

the largest segment of donors, with ages 50 to 64 comprises the largest segmenl... O&her

demographic information which tends to identify donors include, "a cot1ege education, annual
income ofSSO,OOOor more, marriage and a professional occupation." (p.45).

Edmondson also

noted th:li.the use ofthe funds to assist local efforts was a positive element for many donors.
Ledingham (1993) exp10red the predictor variables re1ated to donors to a local United
Way campaign. Those who donated met the profile described by Edmondson. He describes the
non-given as

population segment less involve with and less interested in the society that is

reality for older. more established persons who have..-by virtue of parenthood, probably home

11
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ownership

and other factors--& hiJher. stake in the comR'I1ftity" (p. 380). Further, he concludes

that the ftOn-8ivers do not pa-ceive a direct reIIdion to penonal needs. "And, their age does not
predispose them to think about heart disease, cancer and many of the other concerns that may be
in me minds of their older counterparts (p. 380). While there is a clear differentiation between the
giver and the non-giver, the actual c&tegory of donors as a strategic public should be further
delineated between large and small donors. As previously cited, Kelly describes the conflict that
may occur between autonomy of an organization and a large donor. But for many organizations,
the small donor is the core of the giver population.

When AmeriCareswas given the uppermost rating by ~

(Smith, 1993) magazine, the

organization related the large percentage of donors who contributed substantial monetary
amounts or corporate donors who underwrote key parcel denotations. On the other hand, the
. D~sabled Veterans Administration

(DA V) was ranked low on the list in percentage

of program

spending, and high on the list regarding income spent on fund-raising efforts. "A spokesman for
DA 'of Cold Spring, Ky. says the group must spend such a high percentage of its $71 million in
income on fund raising because its average donation is small--under $10" (p. 131).3 Clearly, the
donor public identification impacts on the evaluation of fund raising techniques and strategies.
A local chapter ofa national health charity otTers a clear example of this differentiation
necessary for a fully successful fund raising effort. During its annual fund raising event, local
individuals are "jailed" by the society. They are "bailed" out by donors they personally have
recruited. This past year, all of the large "priSQners", over $5,000 in pledged "bail money", were
recruited well in advance of the event. However, the chapter neglected to solicit smaller donors

35.4% of income was spent on fund raising.
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The "jail" was in the axis of the local shopping center. and would be the

focal point of the fund raising effort. The large donors were small in number, and would only be
there for short periods of time. Large numbers of "prisoners" were necessary for solicitation of
on-site donations, media coverage, and community responsiveness. One day before the event,
'staff and a small number of volunteers were thmtically calling to request small donors to be
"jailed."

The end res~.~~of this om!!lSion was a negative response from staff and volunteers

concerning the lack of foresight and planning. This example clearly demonstrated the necessity of
differentiation between levels of givers for assessment. The fund raising, event was a success in
terms of dollars collected; however. the event was nota success in terms of staff and volunteer
evaluation. Also, media coverage was largely thwarted by the lack of participation at the event.
Accountability to all strategic publics is therefore the primary area of accountability and
assessment within a nonprofit organization. Regarding educational foundations, Kelly (1991)

writes:
...charitable organizations strive to stabilize external dependencies on donors
through joint ventures, such as industrial-university partnerships, and through
cooptation, StIch as placing major donors on governing boards. Although such
strategies do reduce the environmental uncertainty related to the need to
continually raise private gifts, they also abdicate some degree of organizational
control to external sources of gifts. In addition, such strategies may increase the
vulnerability of a charitable organization by encouraging dependence on gift
exchanges involving joint partners or coopted donors (p. 293).
Necessity involved in fund raising demands that major donors be a strategic public. But as the list

of charitableorganizationsin ~

indicates,all charitieswill not have the luxury of major

donors as the central source of revenue. Again, the explicit objectives of the organization can aid
in the development

of assess.. lent of donor publics.
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Jacobson (1980) cites the changing focus of nonprofit funding, from the federal to the
private level, as introducing a new view of assessment. "In the Age of Accountability, a concern
for the consumer and a desire for a bigger bang for the buck heightens the need to prove and
improve our activities. Practitioners no longer can depend on time-honored homilies to justifY

-

their existence. Guesswork is giving way to design, data and documentation" (p. 7). Yet, it
would seem that many nonprofits have not succumbed to this detailed process of ~

characteristicW (p. 6S) in the nonprofit reatm than in the busineas and government

sectors.

Council of Foundations President James Joseph asserts that "...openness and inclusiveness are
fundamental principles and practices for effectiveness in philanthropy" (Scala, 1992, p. 47) This
" .r".trend extends to alllev~ls ofnonprofi,t organizations. Public Education Fund Network President,
,
Wendy Puriefoy stated~"...grantmakt;rs and seekers need to evaluate how their efforts are
increasing community responsiveness" (Scala, 1992, p. 48).
The concepts of flexibility and responsiveness are most vividly exemplified by the current
move toward telemarketing and cause-related marketing by nonprofit organizations. "Every year,
hundreds of millions of dollars are raised in the United States through the telemarketing efforts of
nonprofit organizations. Some nonprofits carry out their own telemarketing programs, while
others rely on professional fund raisers" (Johnson & Laviano, 1991, p. 34). Clearly, the...

is

8It8Withed: telemarketing is a more efficient m.etbocIofftmd .,using than many of the alternatives
which involve sta~ VONftteers., and a targe nuMber of work hours.

Johnson and Lavia'1o point

out that the pervasiveness of telemarketing has reached such monumental proportions that the
state of North Carolina developed the Charitable SolicitatioM Act. Essentially, this act

14
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determined that a ftleofup

to twenty percent was reasonab1e. Restrictions were placed for a fee

between 20 and 35%, and ~fee

above 3'"

wu UIU'88SOnabie.uThe Act also required that a

professional fundraiser disClose the average percentap

of gross receipts turned over 10 the charity
~

by the fuI1draiser within the last twelve months. (p. 35).
A~

alternative 10 tradittonaJ. t\tftttt8Wng it the relatively new use of cause-related

marketing. Cause related marketing has tM).1II8jtW&teets. Pint,.

corporation will become
.

involved with a C&UIOin order to poIitively increase thes public's percepUon of ita product.

Coors

Brewing Company has committed $40 million to a five-year campaign aimed at decreasing
illiteracy. The overall goal of campaigns such as this is to convince the public of the company's
sincerity with regard to social issues. For the 1992 Olympics, corporations paid an average of
$15 million for therighi to link their products with Olympic events; the sponsors had to pay $40
million for the link to ~he 1994 games at Li11ehammer(Levine, 1992, p. 30). This "Good
SamaritaTI" approach to corporate marketing may be the wave of the future (Oldenburg, 1992).
The s~d

facet of cause-related marketing is the proliferation of products advertised as

"contributing a portion of the profits to" or "in sponsorship ot' a particular nonprofit
organization. -Cause-related marketing is buslIf(lss marketing. not marketing of a nonprofit
organization. The controversy is not a question of whether it is sound business but rather,

~his act was eventually declared unconstitutional, but the problem of telemarketing as a
substitute for in-house fundraising has not vanished. The Court, in overturning the Act,
suggested financial disclosure by the charities involved, and prosecution, under anti-fraud laws,
for professional fundraisers who used false pretenses or false statements in the solicitation
process.
SJhe author is doubtful of how this differs from the local organizations from the schools,
baseball leagues, etc., which sale products such as candy bars, and cards, as a fundraising effort.
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whether it is sound philanthropy" (Howe, 1991, p. 115). Warning of the potential donating
public of the scams, Redbook (Khalaf, 1993) cites a too common example. The National
Federation of the Blind in New York State authorized vendors to.sell a box of candy with the
charity's name on it. In truth, the charity received $2.00 per box. the profits went to the vendors.
The State of New York has sued the organization and the vendors. The article continues by
warning consumers that certIin telemarketin8 appro8dtes use false imbnnation, such as
ic1entifyins the caller as a member of the sponsoring organization,
.telemarketers.

when in filet they are hired

This source of a popular magazine. while not normally included in a schoJlarly

paper, highlights the overwhelming

need for nonprofit assessment and accountability.

In cause--

related marketing, .Consumers responding to such marketing devices may be misled into thinking
'. .

tMy aree;Mngwhen in filet they IRbuying" (Howe, 1991, p. 115).
. .The fundraisihg
' technique
".

employedmust be~$Ubject

to aUessment,because as Howe (1991) indicates,the ~y

, ,
sbarin&. the profits'miaht

try to .p&8cedemands upon the nonprofit organb:ati6n.

reiJltu;g in

modification of programs.
The impact on the advertising industry on public relations was evaluation of the message

itself. However, these recent trends emphasize the need to determine "...what the publics'
perceptions

are of the actions as we1l as the messages that are being heard about an organization"

(Strenski, 1980, p. 12). These perceptions can function as a basis for future programs employed
by the nonprofit organization. The need for assessment, therefore, inch' jes not only the amount
of contributions,

but the method and the messages utilized in thE. attainment

of funds.

The central issue presented in this paper is that assessment is multi-dimensional;

there can

be no single determining factor in rating the overa1l nonprofit program, such as that employed by
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Mix~ (1993) comments on the notion of the "culture" of the nonprofit:
An accurate assessment of fundraising in large organizations required a close
examination of their cultures, which have developed over many years...an
organizational culture consists of the values, attitudes, and precedents that bind the
entity together. This culture is sometimes expressed as the "glue" that envelops
everyone in an organization...The culture determines attitudes about fundraising
and influences its acceptance and success (p. 236-7).

The concept of culture encompasses an the diverse strategic publics established in this paper.
Each public brings to the nonprofit a set of attitudes and precedents that may contrast in c~cial
areas, but also may correspond in others. The coordination of this similarities and differences may
be a crucial component for assessment.

.

In July, 1992, the Council on Foundations' (COF) aMual meeting was dominated by the
controversy over the National United Way in regarMto the Arimony scandal. Reacting to the
event,

President

James

Joseph

commented

"

oaMio:nsweresponsible
.

.,'

to 'stake~ holders':

',~'

.

.

.

donors, donees. foundation boards and government,..respons.ible governance and Wncient

~

are all part ofthe puMictrust" (Scala, 1992, p. 47).
It is this. concept of the public trust that should be expanded aM examined in assessing

nonprofit organizations. Traditional analysis of the fundraising ability and percentage of income
devoted to program spending will not suffice as organizations brace for the changes likely to
develop as w~ approach and enter the twenty-first century. Several concepts essential to effective
public relations are applicable to assessment of the nonprofit organization.
Foremost in this assessment must be the development of adequate long and short term
objectives. As with any public relations campaign, the evaluation of effectiveness is dependent
upon the stated objectives. If the only objective is fund raising, as applicable to AmeriCares, then
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the traditional assessment of monetary intake/output can suffice. However, when the complexity
of objectives reach beyond this rudimentary status, assessment must also become more
multifarious. The classification of various publics upon a s~rategic continuum is the fundamental
tactic in this multi-level assessment. The publics should each be included in identifiable
objC?ctives, in order to thoroughly

program a pr")Cedure for assessment.

Various methods are

available to assess the staff: board members, volunteers and donors, dependent upon the declared
objectives. The public relations practitioner is aware of the concept of mediated message
campaigns, that the electronic media has little ability to change attitudes and behaviors:
...the major effort of mediated messages in a campaign environment is to reinforce
exisUl'': attitudes and predispositions...However, attitudes alone are often
insufficient to motivate behavior...Pubiic information campaigns may lead to an
increase in knowledge, which may. in turn, affect attitudes and, perhaps, behavior.
What this study seems to indicate is that the link between attitudes and behavior is
tenuous...But what it also suggests is that a mix of mass media and interpersonal
commul'ication can serve as the linkage that turns attitude into action"
(Ledingham, 1993, p. 367-384).
As previously mentioned, the.boIrct ofanorpniZatmn

is an essential link toIand between staft' and

volunteers. Volunteers are integral to most nonprofit organizations in operationatizing the
concept of mediated messages. "Active, satisfied volunteers do more than provide a workforce
for an oiganization. They also form a channel of communication into the community" (Wilcox,
Ault, Agee, 1992, p. 473).
O!,\elocal health services nonprofit organization completely neglected its corps of
volunteers. Local volunteers continually made suggestions for improvements and change and
chapter development, while the district office (from a larger city 30 miles away) insisted that the
chapter focus only upon fund raising attempts. After several near disastrous attempts, the local
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